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Abstract.

In this paper we consider the task of image classification by describing each object as an unordered set of local descriptors
(bag-of-features). We propose a novel method for building the codebook image description that utilizes a decision tree
ensemble. One of the proposed methods uses histograms of out-of-bag probabilities for codebook creation. The second
approach involves using the set of terminal nodes of a random forest ensemble as “visual words” vocabulary. Comparison
with classical clusterization-based codebook building approach is presented. The proposed methods showed better image
classification performance on common publicly available datasets.
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1 Introduction

One of the most common tasks in computer vision is that of image classification. Among the many approaches to solving
this task the following two classes of methods have recently gained popularity. The first one structure models, which de-
scribe each object by describing its parts and their relative positions [3]. The second approach [2], which we will consider
in this paper, the object is described by an unordered set of local descriptor vectors (bag-of-features), calculated at partic-
ular locations in the object. Due to relative simplicity and high prediction accuracy [10] such representation has gained
widespread use in many other computer vision tasks, such as image search by content and detection of individual objects
in a given image. Principal ideas that form the basis of this approach are borrowed from the task of text classification
where frequency of occurrence in the current document of each word in a dictionary is calculated, and the obtained vector
of frequencies is used as a feature description of the document.

During the first stage of the algorithm we detect keypoints in the image (either randomly, or via a specific keypoint
detector [4]), and calculate descriptors of neighborhoods of these points. Among the commonly used descriptors the
most widely accepted are the SIFT-descriptors [7] and their variations. When the descriptors are calculated, we learn the
so-called “dictionary”, which contains most typical common features that can describe an arbitrary image. For the task
at hand this learning can be performed either in a supervised or in an unsupervised setting. One of the most widespred
approaches uses clusterization of descriptors; centroids of the found clusters serve as “words” in the dictionary. After
clusterization for each “word” its frequency of occurrence in image description is calculated (this value is proportional to
number of descriptors that fall into corresponding cluster). The histogram that is calculated by this method is used as the
final feature description of the image, which is given as input to a chosen machine learning algorithm (one of the most
frequently used is the support vector machine [5]). In contrast to unsupervised methods, a number of approaches utilize
the class labels for building the dictionary. In [6] and [8] individual descriptors are classified using decision trees, and
then prediction for the whole object is made. This idea is further developed in [9], where random clustering trees are built,
with terminal nodes defining separation or grouping of the descriptors.
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In the present paper we consider a novel approach to building the dictionary which is based on supervised learning of
random forest model, and experimentally verify effectiveness of the proposed approach in comparison to clusterization-
based algorithms most widely used in practice.

2 Building feature description using random forests.

Random forest [1] is an ensemble of J decision trees, {gj , j = 1, . . . , J}. Each tree in the ensemble is built on a random
subset of the original dataset. Objects outside this set that did not participate in building of the tree are called out-of-
bag (OOB) objects. In each node of each tree a partitioning is chosen that is optimal w.r.t the target cost function. In
constrast to single tree model, this partitioning is chosen only on a random subset of features. Size of this subset is a
parameter, which is usually chosen to be

√
ν, where ν is the dimension of the original feature space. This allows to

reduce the dispersion of the classifier and reduce computational complexity of building individual tree in the ensemble
from O(νµ logµ) to O(

√
νµ logµ) (we assume tree depth to be O(logµ), where µ is the number of training samples).

So for high-dimensional feature spaces random forest can be computationally more efficient than a single tree.

For object x prediction of tree gj is ŷj(x) = argmaxc p
c
j(x), where pcj(x) is the proporion of class c in corresponding

node of j-th tree, for c = 1, . . . , C. Let G(x) be the set of all trees in the random forest for which object x is OOB. Then
the probability of OOB object x to belong to class c is estimated as

pc(x) =
1

|G(x)|
∑

gj∈G(x)

I(ŷj(x) = c), (1)

where I is the indicator function. Predicte class is ŷ(x) = argmaxc p
c(x). In [1] it is shown that error estimates on

OOB objects are a good approximation to the generalization error.

Random forest has a number of advantageds that make it one of the most promising tools for the tasks of image
classification. In particular, it efficiently handles high-dimensional feature spaces and high number of classes, allows
calculation of probability estimates for OOB object classifications. It is invariant to the scale of input data, making its
prescaling unnecessary. Experiments have shown that the method is computationally feasible for very large volumes of
data.

3 Algorithms for codebook building and feature description of images based on
random forest

After calculating local features in keypoints in the image we form a new dataset where each feature vector describing a
keypoint is assigned the class label of the source image. We train a random forest RFdesc classificator on this new dataset
and build histograms of classification results to form the codebook.

In our proposed approach we use probability estimates for each object to belong to each class. Let the training set
contain N objects (images) x1, . . . , xN , and let yn the class to which the image xn belongs (yn ∈ 1, . . . , C, where C is
the number of classes). Each object xn is described by a set Sn of feature vectors {xn

s }, s = 1, . . . , Sn, where Sn is the
number of keypoints in the image. Let pnc (s) be the probability estimate for s-th feature vector of object xn to belong to
class c. For each object xn and each class c the probailities {pnc (s)} are quantized by building histogram hn

c with b bins.
The obtained histograms for all classes are concatenated into a single vector hn. Since the sum of probability estimates
for all classes for each vector in xn equals to unity, we can omit the histogram for one of the clasees. Thus, the final vector
describing the object xn has dimension (C − 1)×b. Formal description of this method is given in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Builing image feature description using random forest.

1. for n = 1, . . . , N

(a) detect keypoints in the image xn

(b) for s = 1, . . . , Sn calulate feature vectors xn
s at the keypoints

2. train classifier RFdesc on the set {yn, xn
s }, n = 1, . . . , N, s = 1, . . . , Sn

3. for n = 1, . . . , N
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(a) for c = 1, . . . , C

• for s = 1, . . . , Sn calculate pcn(s)

• calculate hn
c

(b) build object description hn as the concatenation of histograms hn
c

As we said before, the obtained feature vectors {hn}, n = 1, . . . , N can be given as input to an arbitrary supervised
learning algorithm. In our work for this task we also use the random forest. Let RFimg be the model trained on dataset
{yn, hn}, n = 1, . . . , N . Then for a new image input image x class prediction is made with algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Class prediction with trained model and codebook

1. detect keypoints in the image x

2. for s = 1, . . . , S calculate feature vectors xs at the keypoints

3. for c = 1, . . . , C

(a) for s = 1, . . . , S calculate pc(s)

(b) calculate hc

4. build feature vector h as the concatenation of histograms hc

5. predict class with trained model RFimg on feature vector h

Along with using histograms of OOB probabilities it is possible to use the set of terminal nodes in the tree ensemble
RFdesc as “visual words”. Let us define this set as T = {ti}, i = 1, . . . ,M , where M is the total number of terminal nodes
in the ensemble. Then for each keypoint in the image we can define the subset of terminal nodes to which its descriptor
belongs {ti1 , . . . , tiK}, where K is the number of trees in the ensemble. Then we obtain the final feature description of
the image by calculating for each terminal node the number of keypoint descriptors in the image that belong to this node
and normalizing the obtained histogram.

Algorithm 3. Builing image feature description using set of terminal nodes in random forest

1. detect keypoints in the image x

2. for s = 1, . . . , S

(a) calculate feature vectors xs at the keypoints

(b) calculate subset of terminal nodes which descriptor xs belongs to: Ts = {ts,i1 , . . . , ts,iK}

3. build feature vector h: hi = |{j : ti ∈ Tj , j = 1, . . . , S}| and normalize it

4 Numerical experiment

We performed experimental comparison of the proposed approach and classic bag-of-features approach with K-means
based codebook building. The test was performed on the Caltech-101 [11] dataset, which contains objects from 101
categories (from 40 to 800 images in each category). We used dense SIFT (SIFT on a dense regular grid) from VLFeat
library [12] as the local descriptors. The number of keypoints per image was in range 20000–40000 depending on the
image size.

We randomly chose 25 images from each category for the training set, and for the test set for each class c we used
min (25, Nc − 25) , c = 1, . . . , C, where Nc is the total number of images in class c. These train/test partitions were
performed randomly 10 times, the results averaged over 10 runs of the algorithms are given in table 1, where KMeans
BoF – bag-of-features algorithm based on KMeans clustering, RF BoF (OOB) – bag-of-features algorithm based on OOB
pobabilities given by random forest, RF BoF (TN) – bag-of-features algorithm based on set of terminal nodes in random
forest.
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Tab. 1. Average misclassification error on test set.

Number of classes KMeans BoF RF BoF (OOB) RF BoF (TN)
5 0.13 0.09 0.07
10 0.22 0.18 0.16

5 Conclusion

In this paper we propose a novel approach to building codebook for bag-of-features methods for image classification,
based on supervised random forest learner. Numerical experiments have shown advantage of our method over the most
widely used clusterization-based approach. Applicability of our approach is not limited to the task of image clasification:
it can be used for classification of time series and for a number of other problems.
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